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LANDSCAPES

SYMBOLIC

Reception
Saturday, November 23, 2:30-5pm

Still Life with Violin, 1957.
Still Life with Books, Paint Brushes and
Elephant Tusk, 1951.
Musical Instruments, 1947.
Still Life with Vase on a Table, 1964.
Vase with Flowers in the Sun, 1961.
Flowers in the Window, 1976.
Still Life with Silver Beakers, 1972.
Still Life with Herrings II,1984.
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Fortress in South of France, 1982.
Magical Landscape with Rocks, 1972.
Magical Landscape with Bridge, 1970.
Bridge over the Tiber, 1980.
Winter in North Manhattan, 1977.
Street in Cagnes-sur-Mer, 1981.
Church in Mikonos II, 1987.
Park in Washington State, 1985.
Winter in San Gimignano I, 1981.
Winter in Holland, 1985.
Venice I, 1983.

Bird Flight, 1971.
Impossible Triangles Landing in a Forest,
1986.
Helios Gate, 1971.
Looking for the Holy Ghost, 1995.
The Geometric Mystery of Life, 1984.
Planet Neptune 1977.
The Milky Way, 1983.
Golden Squares in Blossom, 1989.
The Magic Bird, 1988.
Pyramid of the Sun, 1985.

© 1971 Vlaicu Ionescu, Helios Gate



For his 1997 New York exhibition, Ionescu wrote: "The work of art is the fruit of a double
search and double invention: one contains the intrinsic experience of the artist and can reach

the threshold of the transcendent and the depths of the subconscious; the other has to do with language, the selection of the most
appropriate technical means for expressing a specific spiritual content. In as far as inner experience is concerned, our intention was
to juxtapose two antagonistic faculties of human nature. One rises from the subconscious, intuition, and mystical experience, and
leads to musical and non-figurative impressions the extreme manifestation of which can be found in "action painting" and abstract
expressionism. The other is concerned with the intellect that gives form and unity of system and organic quality to the composi-
tion. Mondrian's abstract constructivism is at the extreme of this path. Given that in our spiritual structure both the subconscious
and the rational are perfectly justified as creative forces, we had attempted over the years to unleash simultaneously these antago-
nistic faculties. I attempted to obtain a balanced synthesis through the correct control of graphic and color means and successive
distillation, in which rhythms and chords coming from the depth of the subconscious blend with regulating lines calculated by the
intellect and with geometric proportions taken out of the architecture of life. I searched for an unchaining from the world of appear-
ances, tending to a necessary independence that is capable of expressing a being-in-the-world of a philosophical nature, oriented
towards the transcendent through symbol and musicality, and transposed in color, proportion and rhythm …. Geometry must

remain a hidden subterranean force that marks the rhythm and organizes compositions. Even if one paints geometric fig-
ures they must be combined rhythmically and musically as Mondrian did, or receive individuality through the topological
alteration of their pure geometry as in Brâncusi's case."
Throughout his artistic career, Vlaicu Ionescu persevered in two distinct paths: one figurative-cubist, but alien to pure real-
ism, the other abstract-mystical-hermetic-symbolic. Alberto Cernuschi, president of Caravan de France Galleries, quoted
in the introduction to Vlaicu Ionescu The Artist by Dr. Doina Uricariu, compares these two paths. About the figurative he
writes: "The impressionist experience gave him a key to express a color by its spectral components and to enhance it by
juxtaposing complementary tones. The expressionism of Van Goghian type taught him to use the power of the spontaneous
linear stroke .... We find something similar [to Van Gogh] in Ionescu's technique, but he uses the knife instead of the brush
.... The knife of Ionescu is cutting, polishing, beating and splitting the inner substance until an alchemical transmutation is
achieved. It is a task of a smith and a jeweler, led by the vision of an alchemist. And
since in his paintings every element is consistent with the others, and all are harmo-
nized by rhythm and counterpoint, we could say that the holistic aspect is not neg-
lected, and that all is orchestrated by the mind of a composer." About the abstract,
he writes: "…. In search of an invisible face of reality, the pictorial metaphors are
taken from cells and micro-biological structure, constructed on (and against) a non-
figurative background close to the abstract expressionism. The result was a vision-
ary expression of a transcendent level of being, a sort of intermediary level where
the demiurgical forces seem to convey the non-manifested in manifested reality." 
Ionescu is also an emissary of Romanian art: he rendered our Dacian Roots and
Manole’s Legend; his dynamic hard stroke recalls his teacher Gheorghe Petrascu; his
art develops Matila Ghyka's Golden Section and sacred geometry.

VLAICU IONESCU -- A Fifty-year Celebration
Born in Romania, Vlaicu Ionescu (1922-2002) emigrated to Germany after an invitation in
1969 to exhibit in Munich. He established himself in the United States in 1971. Ionescu
exhibited in the United States, Germany, Romania, Italy, and France, and he received the
Award of the "Leonardo da Vinci" Academy in Rome and the Award of the Académie
Internationale de Lutèce, International Contest, Paris. A multifaceted artist and true
"Renaissance man", Ionescu studied philosophy, mathematics, architecture, music, and the
arts. This exhibition in Middletown NJ, following one in Irvington NY, includes over forty
works and presents Ionescu's major directions in drawing and painting: cubist-figurative
landscapes and still lifes, mystical-hermetic drawings, symbolic-musical paintings. It occurs
on the fiftieth anniversary of his 1969 exhibition in the University Library in Bucharest,
which, along with a 1968 exhibition there, drew the attention of French and German art crit-
ics and led to the invitation to exhibit in Munich, which proved to be a major turning point
in Ionescu's life and career. 

© 1972 Vlaicu Ionescu, The Planet Mercury
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© 1957 Vlaicu Ionescu, Still Life with Violin
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The Artist and His Conception of Art


